DatEthics 2020
First International Workshop on Ethical Data-Centric Design of Intelligent Behaviour
Online workshop, part of MobileHCI 2020

Session 1

Prepare

(13:00-14:40)

Critique
Speciﬁc issues and problems in questions: DCD of intelligent behaviour, what are the opportunities? what are the ethical implications?
1. Diverge: critique points on sticky notes (criticism is ruled out, free-wheeling is welcomed, quantity is desired,
combination and improvement is sought)

Prepare
Introduction to the theme and workshop
method
Round table of the participants

Group 1

common
language

meaningful
human
control

Inequality

Data
Ownership

How can
people stay
in control of
their data?

Critique
Split into disciplinary groups to generate
a deep understanding of the problem,
then share disciplinary perspectives in
plenary session.

Emerging
interactions -->
unpredictable
(how to handle
this?)

Bias? Data distribution? representation?

Data Literacy

Immaginaries

more
objectivity
(if done
correctly)

Insights
from Data
otherwise
not available

Opportunities?

transparency

Data sharing
incentives

GDPR

Health
data

Black-box
models

value
(mis)alignment

informed
consent
as tedious

Data
management
over edge

Push for
accuracy in R&D

Consent

Anonymization

Experimental
data collection

Public
and open
data

Limit
need for
new data

Small
data

awareness
among data
scientists
about design
implications

alternative
business
models to
advertising

* Control over your
personal data
(practical (ito
awareness, literacy)
x process)
* Data to inform
decisions

Usability

Data for
exploration
and
inspiration

Opportunities?

Technical: how to align?

avoiding
litigation
and/or
shame

Limited awareness
or education for
users on
ethical/privacy
aspects

Compliance with
various regional
and global laws,
expectations,
etc.

Group/Individual

Balancing
Responsible
Tracking and
Intervention

Consent are very
limited to single
dataset, ignoring
the possibility to
combined
dataset.

Why do we
need
informed
consent?

What is
data ? What
are the
assets?

High loss
rate of
new users.

Mobile apps
and mobile
screens limit
presentation
options

Tracking
Awareness

No
dynamic
consent
model

new users
don't want
to read they
want to do.

What is
informed
consent?

IoT oﬀers Cloud
too much access
to personal data
in sensitive space
(etc, voice/visual
in family rooms)

Consented
"test" people
like
crowdsourcing

usability of
engaging the
users with the
decisions
people make

social
context

new types of data
like voice

IoT data
usage

understanding
multistakeholder
data production
systems

Group 1

Lack of
Human-AI
cooperation

Opaqueness

Data
Subject
viewpoint

Static and
narrow
representation
of values

make more
money /
happiness

Diﬀerential
privacy and
similar

Anonymized
sensing

Explainability

Privacy-bydesign

Training with
IoT data

Closed
system

Bias
(human and
algorithmic)

history or
design
community to
think about
implications

Did the smart
artefact make
a mistake?

help
understand
the world

Automate
boring / tedious
/ dangerous /
high-throughput
tasks

2. Converge: clustering, with titles (Mind Map)

Break

Data can help
us understand
what we
should be
doing

improve
usability

limitations?

Smart city
data

privacy

What is the
right thing
to do?

Integration of
multiple
data-sources

Data-Driven
Evaluation

bias

safety &
security

Eﬀective
Communication

Group 2

data
fusion

AI
literacy

Awareness

Agency

Short break

Evolution of
inform
consent over
time?
reevaluation?

Data for
evaluation

Informed
Consent

limitations?

How to
avoid yet
another
tech ﬁx?

is there
universal
informed
consent?

Inform consent
when we do not
know yet what
the data can
reveal?

literacy/unders
tanding of
what the data
is/can be used
for

Group 2

Social/Ethical: with whom / what ethics?
Are the decisions aligned with 'ours' ?
Should we be delegating ethical decisions?

::Perspectives::
Technical
x
Social/societal/
personal

Awareness
Practical

Digital literacy

To what extent can we depend on the decisions?

transparency / opacity

Can we design these processes better?

Process

Political aspects
Type something
::data
stakeholders ::
'producer'
owner
collecting institute
storage (where?)

Type something

Data preservation and retirement

bias in data: type of data - personal, enterprise environmental

Empowering?
What will be the process to object against decisions?

ethics

inspiration: e.g., for software & UX developers
purpose

evaluation: e.g., for government agents

fairness in data access

Financial ﬂows (where the money goes)

Or are we going to improve the world

Social data (e.g. household level)

Capturing the social context

Your AV could be hacked...

Company data

Time to live (ttl) concept for data

exploration

avoiding litigation or shame

More power to the rich?

Personal data

unconventional data
what is perceived by users as data

unforeseen data exploitation
lack of regulations

static and narrow representation of values
Type something

predictability

collection of IoT data

Use of data
Designing the UX for asking their consent

to whom?

Transferability???

limited awareness or education for users

temporal variations (do not track right now)

of decisions

Data to inform decisions

Informed consent

scope: individual vs group (universal)

of system architecture

Overtrust / undertrust
Data

new types of data

Uncertainty about data

of data

Communication between diﬀerent roles?

tracking

education
of organization

GDPR
How do these processes ﬁt together?
Control over data
Management of data

responsible tracking?

static/dynamic

Who is responsible?

Improving the software and how it is developed, maintained, tested and run.

Safety & Security
Lack of robustness (e.g. to changing world) can be dangerous

Societal data
Bias (more/less?)

Environmental data

3. Merge

Data as a
material, many
diﬀerent layers

Eco

Socio

Tech

move beyond the
ethical thinking
that originates
from existing
technology

Fantasy

Session 2

What would we do, if there were no constraints, plenty of resources, and no restrictive laws? What would we do, if a fairy fulﬁls us all our wishes?

(15:00-16:00)

Group 1

Meta-AI tracker
that shows what
you've consented
to and when and
what it is for

How can data
remains
'human'?

Destroy
all data
centers

People can
withdraw consent
anytime and their
data will indeed
be deleted

Always
keeping track
of how 'your'
data is used

Assistant
=
woman?

Do not speak
back or
contradict
the user

hidden voice
- wake words
on mobile
phones

are voice
assistants
what they
make out to
be?

pretending that
model updates
and feature
changes are
software updates

What makes
a diﬀerence
with voice
data?

Is there a sense of
relationship,
deeper than with
other 'devices',
because of the
voice

responsibility
on the
provided
answer

People, upon
request, could see
across which
stakeholders are
their data being
distributed.

Categories
-- purpose
-- what the
system can do
reliably

Monetary
values of
data

I can trully
delete my
data
I know (if I
want) what is
happening
with my data,
at all time.

Every data subject
knows what data
he/she generates
and what value it
can generate.

I got my data
under control,
at a push of a
button on my
smartphone.

Reaching
out for
data

I am in control of
giving my data to
who I want for the
purpose I believe
in.

People can use
products/services
without sharing
their data. There
are alternatives.

data products
are designed
for nurses and
primary school
teachers

collective well
being is more
important
than individual
well being

interactions
between data
identities surpass
those between
human identities

value is
not tied
to proﬁt

chance and
serendipity
exist

data
obfuscation

trust in
data
collection
and sharing

Data
Ageing

Anonymity as
a design
principle

Transitive
trust
actually is
trustworthy

objective
functions
beyond
eﬃciency and
proﬁt

Making
systems that
are aware of
their failures/
limitations

Data
identities

AI
Angel

Data
Daemon

Adaptive
learning based
on
circumstances

Synthetic data provides
the richness and value
of real data and can be
used in place of the
real data without loss
of returns.

data ethical
education
needs to be
updated timely

stakeholders have
full transparency
of data ﬂows,
meaning of data,
privacy regulation,
business model

Aaron, Ella,
Julian,
Gurkan,
Huda, Sarah

Transfer
learning

Access to data
and
computing
resource as a
human right

unrestricted
nor censored
data exchange
infrastructure

Information
versus data what is
needed

Advanced crowdsourcing allowing
collective &
cooperative living

Sociallyaware
computing
platforms

Transparency
of the
processing

data
properties
fully
awareness

Federated data storage
and processing works
at least as well as
colocated storage and
processing.

The ability to change
the consent c.f. No
means no, and the
morning-after pill (this
time for data sharing)

Hierarchical settings
easy to use e.g. where
a device wide setting is
inherited by default by
the apps on the device.

Failsafe data
processing
and storage.

Open
data
market

Can safely
store data in
any physical
location

Guarantee

Making
systems
automatically
forget over
time

enforceable
categories
of data
usage

I can be
untrackable

Apply CreativeCommons concepts to
sharing and attributing
data?
c.f.
https://creativecommo
ns.org/choose/

Autonomous,
reiterative calculations
as data permissions
change.

Trust
management

Sharing
= Choice

clarity on
what is
being
optimised

System gives
feedback
when
detecting
overreliance

data
quality

Agency

Mental
capacity of
a system

Hearing vs
listening &
interpreting vested
interests of VA

Can voice
assistants help us
in critical
situations or do
they only do our
shopping?

Someone is
continuously
listening
(hyperconscio
usness)

The voice
assistant is
my buddy?

Collaborative Value for
participants c.f.
https://www.scientiﬁcamerican.c
om/article/darpa-networkchallenge-results/
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines
/2011/4/106587-reﬂecting-onthe-darpa-red-balloonchallenge/fulltext

Legal is not
the starting
point (nor the
end point)

The Right to
Be Forgotten
can really be
enforced

Guarantee
INFORMED
consent

Human speech as
top-down series
of commands: no
room for sarcasm,
jokes, follow-ups

Technical
approaches

Group 2

Have a truly
collaborative Human-AI
relationship, where Ai
would do the dirty
processing job and
people are left to
create and relate

Break

Subprinciples

Main
Principles

Brainwriting

Fantasy
Imaginative warm-up
Split into multi-disciplinary groups to
envision futures,
then share these ideals in plenary
session.

No harm
comes to the
data subjects

System
teaching
everyone
data literacy

Business'
ethical
regulations

Ethical design
principles for
the future
internet

Ethics
versus
business green model

Fair trade
for ICT and
data
business

Equitable
rewards for
all involved

unambiguous
informed
consent

The system aligns with
human nature and how
we behave (irrespective
of our interactions with
mobile devices and
apps)

Good data
habits are
good
business

Data Undo does not
harm data subject or
the processing done on
that data

No harm should
be caused even if
the user
consented
(constented sex
but got HIV)

exception shall
be considered
as well: people
who are seeking
to be harmed

All the
stakeholders
are also ethical
actors and do
ethical decisions

appropriate data
and processing
'taxes' paid by
those who obtain
value

Implementation

Session 3

Implementation probability of each utopia
Injection of our expertise
Selection of the most promising utopia (potentially SWOT)

(16:30-18:00)

Implement
Identify the barrier towards ideal futures
and
formulate a research agenda

Have a truly
collaborative Human-AI
relationship, where Ai
would do the dirty
processing job and
people are left to
create and relate

Meta-AI tracker
that shows what
you've consented
to and when and
what it is for

Always
keeping track
of how 'your'
data is used

Assistant
=
woman?

Human speech as
top-down series
of commands: no
room for sarcasm,
jokes, follow-ups

Do not speak
back or
contradict
the user

hidden voice
- wake words
on mobile
phones

are voice
assistants
what they
make out to
be?

Can voice
assistants help us
in critical
situations or do
they only do our
shopping?

pretending that
model updates
and feature
changes are
software updates

The voice
assistant is
my buddy?

What makes
a diﬀerence
with voice
data?

responsibility
on the
provided
answer

Categories
-- purpose
-- what the
system can do
reliably
Hearing vs
listening &
interpreting vested
interests of VA

Is there a sense of
relationship,
deeper than with
other 'devices',
because of the
voice

People, upon
request, could see
across which
stakeholders are
their data being
distributed.

collective well
being is more
important
than individual
well being

interactions
between data
identities surpass
those between
human identities

chance and
serendipity
exist

data
obfuscation

clarity on
what is
being
optimised

Data
Daemon

I got my data
under control,
at a push of a
button on my
smartphone.

I am in control of
giving my data to
who I want for the
purpose I believe
in.

Mental
capacity of
a system

System gives
feedback
when
detecting
overreliance

Every data subject
knows what data
he/she generates
and what value it
can generate.

Reaching
out for
data

Monetary
values of
data

I can be
untrackable

value is
not tied
to proﬁt

trust in
data
collection
and sharing

Data
Ageing

Anonymity as
a design
principle

Transitive
trust
actually is
trustworthy

objective
functions
beyond
eﬃciency and
proﬁt

Data
identities

Making
systems that
are aware of
their failures/
limitations

AI
Angel

Adaptive
learning based
on
circumstances

Transfer
learning

Information
versus data what is
needed

Synthetic data provides
the richness and value
of real data and can be
used in place of the
real data without loss
of returns.

Aaron, Ella,
Julian,
Gurkan,
Huda, Sarah

Access to data
and
computing
resource as a
human right

unrestricted
nor censored
data exchange
infrastructure

data
properties
fully
awareness

Federated data storage
and processing works
at least as well as
colocated storage and
processing.

No harm
comes to the
data subjects

System
teaching
everyone
data literacy

=> Action plan: Who does what? Where? When?

Data daemons to
manage digital identities
AI angels to protect us
from algorithmic abuse

Data
Daemon

example to
start with:
ad-blocker
on web

We should really
write this
paper/book...
😜
<3

Personal interests vs societal needs?

Type something

Negotiating for us
with companies
with government
see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real-time_bidding

more
choices of
data from
the system

Monetary
costs of
ads etc

New
business
models

Data deamon should have data from:
- web browser's cookies
- all consent forms ever agreed
- all the systems used and their known data policies and
services
- smartphone e.g. app permissions
- cross-information from diﬀerent devices
- negotiation agent

Beware of
manifold
unintended
consequences...

Access only what you
need with tokens
https://www.manning.c
om/livebook-program
You can earn tokens,
buy them, and receive
them as gifts, etc.

AI angel side:
- provide understandable information about the data
- deﬁne and highlight "risky" or "leaked" data
- give recommendations of "green" options for used
systems or apps => green business models

Most burning topics:
Public vs private
prerogative: who
is going to make
the system
handling ethical
issues

How to ensure
trustworthy data
sharing across
stakeholders,
trust on data
quality

How to make
AI transparent
/
interpretable?

Can we make
(accessible)
standards for
data usage
categories?

objective
functions:
what else can
we optimise
for?

Data and AI
literacy for
diﬀeretent
stakeholders

How to
deal with
(remove?)
bias?

Designing
useful
informed
consent

'tis better to have
loved and lost ('tis
better to have tried
to establish a data
daemon than never
to have tried at all)

Adaptive and
transferrable
AI

Redeﬁning
consent

How are we
going to get
this 'Data
Daemon'
paper out 😇

How could
purpose
labelling/categoris
ation (of data use)
support data
agency?

Trust: Which data?
Which
stakeholder?
Relational and
dynamic property
Daemon
presenting
choices

Data Undo does not
harm data subject or
the processing done on
that data

No harm should
be caused even if
the user
consented
(constented sex
but got HIV)

Business'
ethical
regulations

Ethics
versus
business green model

Fair trade
for ICT and
data
business

unambiguous
informed
consent

exception shall
be considered
as well: people
who are seeking
to be harmed

Ethical design
principles for
the future
internet

Equitable
rewards for
all involved

"Data daemons and AI angels: Ethical Design principles for pervasive computing"

The ability to change
the consent c.f. No
means no, and the
morning-after pill (this
time for data sharing)

Hierarchical settings
easy to use e.g. where
a device wide setting is
inherited by default by
the apps on the device.

Advanced crowdsourcing allowing
collective &
cooperative living

Sociallyaware
computing
platforms

Transparency
of the
processing

data ethical
education
needs to be
updated timely

stakeholders have
full transparency
of data ﬂows,
meaning of data,
privacy regulation,
business model

Failsafe data
processing
and storage.

Open
data
market

Can safely
store data in
any physical
location

Guarantee

Making
systems
automatically
forget over
time

enforceable
categories
of data
usage

Technical
approaches

Apply CreativeCommons concepts to
sharing and attributing
data?
c.f.
https://creativecommo
ns.org/choose/

Autonomous,
reiterative calculations
as data permissions
change.

Trust
management

Sharing
= Choice

People can use
products/services
without sharing
their data. There
are alternatives.

data products
are designed
for nurses and
primary school
teachers

Collaborative Value for
participants c.f.
https://www.scientiﬁcamerican.c
om/article/darpa-networkchallenge-results/
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines
/2011/4/106587-reﬂecting-onthe-darpa-red-balloonchallenge/fulltext

I can trully
delete my
data
I know (if I
want) what is
happening
with my data,
at all time.

Subprinciples

Main
Principles

Threats

data
quality

Agency

Guarantee
INFORMED
consent

Someone is
continuously
listening
(hyperconscio
usness)

opportunities

Legal is not
the starting
point (nor the
end point)

The Right to
Be Forgotten
can really be
enforced

Short break
Follow-up
Connect participants who want to
engage in follow-up work and nurture
the community

weaknesses

How can data
remains
'human'?

Destroy
all data
centers

People can
withdraw consent
anytime and their
data will indeed
be deleted

strengths

The system aligns with
human nature and how
we behave (irrespective
of our interactions with
mobile devices and
apps)

appropriate data
and processing
'taxes' paid by
those who obtain
value

Good data
habits are
good
business

All the
stakeholders
are also ethical
actors and do
ethical decisions

